ABSTRACT: This research paper set out to explore the following research question: "what shape and form should a building be in order to achieve energy efficiency in the design and construction of the tall office building?" This involved the exploratory case study of a spheroid building, the Greater London Authority (GLA) building. The Greater London Authority building was acclaimed as being energy efficient, with claims of 75 % reduction in its annual energy consumption compared to a high specification office building. This claim was explored to better understand the nature of the spheroid form in construction. @JASEM
"
The question of what shape a building should be is one of the most fundamental issues that confront an architect." (Hawkes 1996, p. 36) The importance of this statement is predicated on two factors, one is the factor of energy efficiency and the other is the factor of cost efficiency. Factors one and two are identified as issues in two questions; "What shape should a building be to reduce heat losses?" (Martin and March 1972, p. 57 ) and "What shape should a building be to reduce its cost?" (Martin and March 1972, p. 67) Further, the importance of these two factors of energy efficiency and cost efficiency are highlighted in the following statements: Statement 1: "The Energy Review (PIU, 2002) highlights the need to improve energy efficiency in buildings and recommends action to deliver a phased transition to low energy commercial buildings through the development of the Building Regulations." (Wade et al 2003) Statement 2: "Within the commercial sector, offices, together with warehouses and retail premises, are a significant contributor to energy use and carbon emissions. From these three sub-sectors, offices seem to offer the greatest potential for action to achieve significant savings: the range of technical solutions is not too large as the nature of energy service demands in offices is relatively homogenous…." (Wade, et al 2003) (Table 2) Statement 3: "The rapid growth in energy consumption in offices over the last three decades reflects expansion in floor space, and increased heating, lighting, IT and air conditioning (A/C) loads in individual buildings." (Wade, et al 2003) Statement 4: "One commonly cited reason for the lack of investment in energy efficiency in buildings is that energy represents a small percentage of total occupancy costs, and therefore it is given little attention. However, in offices, particularly air conditioned ones, energy and the maintenance of heating and cooling equipment comprises a significant proportion of service charges." (Wade, et al 2003) Statement 5: "In 2000, A/C office buildings had an average annual service charge of £53.82 per m 2 , compared to £37.24 for non-A/C buildings (Jones Lang LaSalle, 2001) (refer to table 1). Thus, in A/C offices energy itself represents 16% of total service charges; by including maintenance of heating and A/C systems this brings the proportion up to 35%. These are significant proportions, and therefore one might expect that tenants would be interested in lowering energy consumptions in their premises." (Wade, et al 2003) 
CASE STUDY: THE GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY BUILDING
On the 23 rd of July 2002, the New City Hall, known as the Greater London Authority (GLA) building was officially opened by Her Majesty, the Queen and was heralded as a solution to the issue of environmental efficiency in tall office buildings. However, concerns have arisen regarding its claims of energy efficiency. The design and construction of the Greater London Authority building led to the emergence of arguments relating to the actual and perceived problems, as well as benefits associated with the use of the spheroid form in attempting to achieve environmental efficiency in tall office buildings. GLA Building: Height = 45m, Floors above ground level = 10, Gross floor area ≈ 185,000 sq ft/18,000 sq m, Net letable floor area ≈ 130,000 sq ft/12,000 sq m, Steelwork (structural frame) = 2100 tons, Angle of glass front inclination = 31 0 ,
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Diameter of circular glass façade = 45m, Energy use = less than half levels in the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR) good practice office guide.
According to (Powell, 2002, p. 1) , "for Ken Shuttleworth of Foster and Partners, 'the starting point of the project was to reduce the energy load of the building by 75 percent.' The headquarters of the Greater London Authority, to be known as City Hall, is nothing if not environmentally responsible, a practical demonstration, the architect claims, of the potential of sustainable design in a world city where, so far, that concept has made a negligible impact." Table 2 Energy consumption and CO2 emissions in UK commercial offices ( It can be deduced from the results of equations 1 to 8 that the Greater London Authority building's energy consumption level is less than half mean levels in DETR good practice office guide, is less than individual DETR good practice office guide total levels for Type 1 (Naturally ventilated cellular) and Type 2 (Naturally ventilated open-plan), and is less than half levels in DETR good practice office guide for Type 3 (A/C, standard) and Type 4 (A/C, prestige) (refer to table 3).The Greater London Authority building's low energy consumption can be attributed not only to its spheroid form but also to other innovative solutions, such as:
− "For cooling the building, naturally chilled borehole water is brought up 125m from the aquifer below the London clay. The boreholes use less energy than conventional chillers and cooling towers and are an economical alternative to install and maintain." (Arup, 2002) − "The diagrid structure supports the north façade of the GLA building and is in fact the largest radiator in London. The majority of the horizontal steel elements, measuring a staggering 300mm in diameter each, have hot water coursing through them to act as a discreet heater for the atrium space that doesn't require extra fittings or pipe work installation." ( Conclusion: This research paper carried out an exploratory case study of a spheroid building, the Greater London Authority (GLA) building. The Greater London Authority building was acclaimed as being energy efficient, with claims of 75 % reduction in its annual energy consumption compared to a high specification office building. The GLA building's energy efficiency claims were explored in comparison to that of other office types and the summary of its BREEAM Assessment was also examined. The GLA building's energy efficiency claim was explored to better understand the nature of the spheroid form in construction .
